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Abstract

Physical education has witnessed a major development in using a variety of teaching methods, but there are some methods which are not covered by many of specialists; that is, the use of popular games as a way to improve physical education lesson and create an excellent fit between these games and abilities of female students.

These games do not require the mechanism and high potential to develop the sensorimotor cognition.

These games are not merely intended pleasure at the exploitation of time; instead they are meant to develop muscle-nerve harmonization. Such games which are basically used for observation and cognition are not designed for teaching, but to develop the sensorimotor behavior.

The researcher used the experimental approach and Hayod test for sensorimotor cognition measurement.

The findings of the study show that the experimental group has exceeded the control group, and this would show that the popular games play a big role in developing sensorimotor cognition as compared with the conventional games.
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